The Patient–Healthcare Professional Relationship and Communication in the Oncology Outpatient Setting

A Systematic Review

Background: Today, cancer care and treatment primarily take place in an outpatient setting where encounters between patients and healthcare professionals are often brief. Objective: The aim of this study was to summarize the literature of adult patients’ experiences of and need for relationships and communication with healthcare professionals during chemotherapy in the oncology outpatient setting.

Methods: The systematic literature review was carried out according to PRISMA guidelines and the PICO framework, and a systematic search was conducted in MEDLINE, CINAHL, The Cochrane Library, and Joanna Briggs Institute Evidence Based Practice Database. Results: Nine studies were included, qualitative (n = 5) and quantitative (n = 4). The studies identified that the relationship between patients and healthcare professionals was important for the patients’ ability to cope with cancer and has an impact on satisfaction of care, that hope and positivity are both a need and a strategy for patients with cancer and were facilitated by healthcare professionals, and that outpatient clinic visits framed and influenced communication and relationships. Conclusions: The relationship and communication between patients and healthcare professionals in the outpatient setting were important for the patients’ ability to cope with cancer. Implications for Practice: Healthcare...
In recent years, cancer care and treatment have shifted toward ambulatory services, fewer hospital admissions, and shorter hospital stays.1,2 Today, oncology treatments are primarily provided in outpatient settings.3-5 In general, international data on this development are not available. However, in Denmark, the overall number of outpatient treatments in public hospitals between 2006 and 2011 increased by 19%, and the number of hospitalization days during the same period decreased by 12%.6 For the past years, the goal of the national health policy in Denmark has been to reorganize the healthcare system so that patients are hospitalized only when there is no appropriate outpatient treatment available.7,8 This development continues internationally as the global cancer burden is growing significantly because of an increase in the world’s elderly population and the overall adoption of cancer-causing behaviors.9 Furthermore, the number of patients with cancer who require ambulatory chemotherapy is increasing.10,11 Although outpatient treatment leads to better cost control,12 efficiency can change the way care is given and overlook the key role the relationship with the healthcare professional (HCP) has for patients’ coping.13 At the same time, studies have suggested a possible risk of not identifying patients’ needs because of the limited time allotted.13,14 Research has clarified that the relationship between patients with diabetes and HCPs was central for patients’ ability to cope with their disease.15,16 In particular, patients with cancer need supportive and caring relationships with the HCP17,18 because cancer treatment often affects patients’ quality of life, even years after the diagnosis.19 A systematic review pointed out that patients with cancer often associated the term good nursing with their relationship to the nurse, and this was perceived as being important for the feeling of confidence and well-being.20 A qualitative study exploring nurses’ experiences of providing nursing care in a day hospital for patients with cancer identified barriers to establishing relationships.21 In particular, focus on administration of chemotherapy was experienced as a central barrier for a well-functioning nurse-patient relationship. In addition, the authors reported that research focusing on the needs of patients with cancer has mainly been carried out during hospitalization.22

Because of a growing trend in outpatient cancer management, focus on the encounters between patients and HCPs during oncology treatment has become increasingly important. Healthcare professional communication skills have been found to be increasingly vital in meeting the challenges within the healthcare system.22,23 Clinical guidelines are necessary for the development of evidence-based practice; however, current recommendations are primarily based on the HCPs' perspective and, to a lesser extent, on the patients’ perspective, and they do not take into account the treatment setting and context, that is, outpatient.24 Patient experiences can help identify areas for improvement in cancer care,25,26 leading to gains in clinical quality27 and efficiency.28 Furthermore, the patients' experience is a key factor in patient-centered care.28,29

Objective
To understand the meaning and impact of the encounter between the patient and the HCP in an oncology outpatient setting, this systematic review aimed to summarize the literature from the perspective of the patient on the experiences of and need for relationships and communication with the HCP during chemotherapy treatment in an outpatient setting.

Methods
Search Strategy
The literature review was planned and conducted according to the PRISMA guidelines30 and the PICO framework31,32 and based on a protocol. The systematic search was carried out in MEDLINE, CINAHL, The Cochrane Library, and Joanna Briggs Institute Evidence Based Practice Database. The last search was performed on June 6 to 7, 2016. The search included MESH terms and keywords, and each keyword was combined with Boolean operators (and, or, not); truncation was used to expand the number of hits. Moreover, the reference lists of the included articles were hand searched,32 and no gray literature was included. The following is an example of a search string applied in PubMed: (((neoplasms OR cancer)) AND ((("nurse patient relations" OR "professional patient relations") OR "empowerment OR "sense of control" OR "patient satisfaction" OR "patient participation" OR "patients experience" OR "patients expectation") OR oncologic nursing)) AND (("outpatients OR “outpatient clinics” OR “day care” OR “ambulatory care” OR ambulatory OR “time factors” OR “time management” OR “short term stay” OR “short encounters”)) AND (("length of stay") AND short)) AND (coping OR empowerment OR "sense of coherence" OR "quality of life" OR "sense of control" OR "patient satisfaction") AND ((coping OR empowerment OR “sense of coherence” OR “quality of life” OR “sense of control” OR “patient satisfaction” OR “patient participation” OR “patients experience” OR “patients expectation” OR “ambulatory care” OR ambulatory OR “time factors” OR “time management” OR “short term stay” OR “short encounters”)) AND (coping OR empowerment OR “sense of coherence” OR “quality of life” OR “sense of control” OR “patient satisfaction” OR “patient participation” OR “patients experience” OR “patients expectation” OR “ambulatory care” OR ambulatory OR “time factors” OR “time management” OR “short term stay” OR “short encounters”)) AND ("nurse patient relations" OR "professional patient relations") AND (coping OR empowerment OR “sense of coherence” OR “quality of life” OR “sense of control” OR “patient satisfaction” OR “patient participation” OR “patients experience” OR “patients expectation” OR “ambulatory care” OR ambulatory OR “time factors” OR “time management” OR “short term stay” OR “short encounters”)) AND (coping OR empowerment OR “sense of coherence” OR “quality of life” OR “sense of control” OR “patient satisfaction” OR “patient participation” OR “patients experience” OR “patients expectation” OR “ambulatory care” OR ambulatory OR “time factors” OR “time management” OR “short term stay” OR “short encounters”)) AND (coping OR empowerment OR “sense of coherence” OR “quality of life” OR “sense of control” OR “patient satisfaction” OR “patient participation” OR “patients experience” OR “patients expectation” OR “ambulatory care” OR ambulatory OR “time factors” OR “time management” OR “short term stay” OR “short encounters”)) AND (coping OR empowerment OR “sense of coherence” OR “quality of life” OR “sense of control” OR “patient satisfaction” OR “patient participation” OR “patients experience” OR “patients expectation” OR “ambulatory care” OR ambulatory OR “time factors” OR “time management” OR “short term stay” OR “short encounters”)).

The inclusion criteria were studies that included adult patients with cancer (≥18 years old) undergoing cancer treatment (curative or palliative), receiving primarily intravenous chemotherapy in an oncology outpatient setting; we applied no time limitation. Studies that captured the patients’ experiences and needs and evaluation of “patient-HCP” interactions by individual interview, focus group interview, or patient-reported outcomes were included. Studies published in English, Swedish,
Norwegian, and Danish were included. Excluded were studies taking place in the in-hospital setting, intervention trials, and questionnaire validation studies.

**Data Collection**

After eliminating duplicates, the first and second authors (A.P. and K.A.M.) screened the titles and abstracts for inclusion, and full-text copies were obtained when necessary. A.P. and K.A.M. independently assessed the identified studies for inclusion, and disagreements were resolved by discussion with the last author (A.K.D.). All studies meeting the inclusion criteria were subsequently read in full text and assessed for inclusion, and disagreements were settled among the entire author group.

**Critical Appraisal of the Selected Studies**

All included studies were critically appraised according to the Joanna Briggs Reviewer Manual using the critical appraisal tools: Qualitative Assessment and Review Instrument for the qualitative studies (Table 1) and Meta Analysis of Statistics Assessment and Review Instrument for the quantitative studies (Table 2).

**Data Extraction**

Data were extracted and assessed by 2 authors (A.P. and K.A.M.). Data from the qualitative and quantitative studies were extracted and assessed in parallel processes. Subsequently, we conducted an integrative synthesis summarizing data from the qualitative studies followed by the quantitative studies. Hereafter, we identified main findings across the included studies, and these results were presented as narrative summaries (Tables 3 and 4). The findings were extracted based on our aim, and only findings that elucidated our aim were reported.

### Results

#### Identification of Relevant Studies

In all, 1174 studies were identified by literature search (n = 1167) and reference search (n = 7) (Figure). Once duplicates were removed, the remaining studies (n = 1053) were screened for inclusion. Furthermore, 1035 studies were excluded by title and abstract reading because of not fulfilling the inclusion criteria, and the remaining studies (n = 18) were read in full. Nine studies were excluded after full-text reading because they did not meet the population inclusion criteria. Of these, 5 studies included control and/or surgical patients not undergoing chemotherapy; 2 studies were intervention studies; in 1 study, both patients and caregivers had completed questionnaires; and, in 1 study, it was not clear which treatment the patients had received. Finally, 9 studies, 5 qualitative (Table 3) and 4 quantitative (Table 4), were included.

#### Characteristics of Included Studies

A total of 5050 patients were included in this review, 86 patients from the 5 qualitative studies and 4964 patients from the 4 quantitative studies. Both genders were represented, female (n = 2888) and male (n = 2024); 138 patients did not report their gender. The participants had mixed cancer diagnosis predominantly treated with chemotherapy. Eight of the studies were conducted in...
Europe—Belgium (n = 1),39 Germany (n = 1),38 Iceland (n = 1),35 Ireland (n = 2),34,36 Spain (n = 1),37 Sweden (n = 1),33 and United Kingdom (n = 1)40—and 1 study was conducted in New Zealand (n = 1).4

Data from the qualitative studies were collected by semi-structured in-depth individual interviews4,33–36 (Table 3). Three quantitative studies37,39,40 used a cross-sectional observational study design with different measurement tools, and 1 study38 used a prospective survey (Table 4).

**Assessment of the Methodological Quality**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Was study based on a random or pseudorandom sample?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were the criteria for inclusion in the sample clearly defined?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were confounding factors identified and strategies to deal with them stated?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were outcomes assessed using objective criteria?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If comparisons are being made, were there sufficient descriptions of the groups?</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was follow-up carried out for a sufficient time?</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were the outcomes of people who withdrew described and included in the analysis?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were outcomes measured in a reliable way?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was appropriate statistical analysis used?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: n/a, not applicable.

---

**Figure** Flowchart of the study retrieved and selection process.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), Year, and Country</th>
<th>Aim of Study</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Main Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cameron and Waterworth, 2014, New Zealand</td>
<td>To explore patients' experiences of being treated with palliative chemotherapy for metastatic colorectal cancer</td>
<td>n = 10&lt;br&gt;Colorectal cancer, female (n = 6) and male (n = 4)&lt;br&gt;Age &gt; 50 y&lt;br&gt;Chemotherapy (n = 10)</td>
<td>Semistructured interviews</td>
<td>Patients experienced:&lt;br&gt;• The relationships with the nurses were important and had a positive impact on how they experienced the atmosphere of the unit and their treatment&lt;br&gt;• Patients needed to be referred to by their first name and having their preferences respected, which made them feel known&lt;br&gt;• Patients expressed a need for being met with “positivity” by the HCPs and experienced this as an important coping strategy, which was also associated with a risk of overlooking patients’ concerns and needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekwall et al, 2011, Sweden</td>
<td>To investigate what women with recurrent ovarian cancer perceived as essential in their communication with the HCPs</td>
<td>n = 12&lt;br&gt;Mean age, 57.5 y&lt;br&gt;Chemotherapy for the first recurrence of ovarian cancer (n = 12)</td>
<td>Semistructured interviews</td>
<td>Patients experienced:&lt;br&gt;• A need of becoming familiar with the disease based on: &lt;br&gt;○ being seen as a unique person who depended on a good interpersonal relationship with the HCP&lt;br&gt;○ a need to have meaningful explanations about the disease and treatment&lt;br&gt;• A need to be involved and the possibility to share responsibility as competent and resourceful partners&lt;br&gt;• A need to be able to prepare oneself before treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hargie et al, 2009, Ireland</td>
<td>To investigate how patients interpreted initial consultations with oncologic nurses in terms of how they perceived the role of the nurse</td>
<td>n = 9, female (n = 4) and male (n = 5)&lt;br&gt;Mean age, 59 y&lt;br&gt;Campylobacter coli (n = 3), prostate cancer (n = 2), breast cancer (n = 1), lung cancer (n = 2), and endocrine organs (n = 1)&lt;br&gt;Medical treatment (n = 8), primarily chemotherapy; no treatment (n = 1)</td>
<td>Semistructured interviews</td>
<td>Patients experienced:&lt;br&gt;• Nurses playing an important role as information givers and psychosocial supportive caregivers&lt;br&gt;• That they valued that nurses used a language that was understandable and that nurses had enough time and encouraged patients to talk about important personal issues and seeing the same nurse were important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hjörleifsdóttir et al, 2008, Iceland</td>
<td>To explore oncology outpatient experiences of having cancer, to illuminate coping strategies, and to explore perceptions of care and service provided while being treated for cancer</td>
<td>n = 25, women (n = 16) and men (n = 9)&lt;br&gt;Mean age, 55 y&lt;br&gt;Cancer diagnoses: breast (n = 11), prostate (n = 3), ovarian (n = 2), colon (n = 2) and others (n = 7)&lt;br&gt;Chemotherapy (n = 15) or chemo-radiotherapy (n = 10)</td>
<td>Semistructured interviews</td>
<td>Patients experienced:&lt;br&gt;• Positive relationships between the patients and the HCPs enhance satisfaction and well-being&lt;br&gt;• Coping with cancer was seen as balancing life as it was before against current to achieve normality and to believe in the treatment and maintaining hope&lt;br&gt;• The waiting room and the waiting time affected patients’ satisfaction negatively</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Briggs critical appraisal tools,31 hereafter compared for consistency, and discussed until agreement was reached between the 3 authors and afterward in the entire author group. The overall methodological quality of the qualitative studies was generally high in all 5 studies4,33,34,36 because they had congruence between the research question and methods for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data. Two studies scored 9 of 10,33,34 and 3 studies scored 8 of 10.35,36 (Table 1).

The methodological quality of the quantitative studies was rated slightly lower, although two of the appraisal criteria were not applicable and therefore not included in the overall assessment. One study scored 5 of 7 points,37 and 3 studies scored 4 of 7 points.38–40 No random or pseudorandom sampling strategy was applied in any of the included quantitative studies.37–40 Hence, Arraras et al37 recruited the first 3 eligible patients who were to receive chemotherapy on a given day, Kleeberg et al38 included patients consecutively, Sitzia and Wood40 included patients during a given period, and Pinto et al39 included 1 of 3 eligible. Nevertheless, they did not describe how the patients were selected. All studies had inclusion criteria, although the criteria presented by Kleeberg et al38 were interpreted through their presentation of exclusion criteria. All the quantitative studies applied appropriate and reliable statistical analysis including relevant correlation analyses.37–40 All studies that met the inclusion criteria were included in the review regardless of methodological quality.

Findings Emerging From the Studies

Across the 9 included studies, 3 main findings emerged that elucidated our aim: (1) the relationship between the patients and HCPs is important for the patients’ ability to cope and has an impact on satisfaction of care, (2) hope and positivity are a need and a strategy for patients with cancer and are facilitated by HCPs, and (3) outpatient clinic visits frame and influence communication and relationships.

The Relationship Between the Patients and HCPs Is Important for the Patients’ Ability to Cope With Cancer and Has an Impact on Satisfaction of Care

All studies found that patients reported that their interactions and relationships with the HCPs were associated with satisfaction with care.4,33,34 The qualitative studies4,34 and quantitative studies37,38 showed that nurses in particular played an important role for patients’ satisfaction with care.4,35 The patients’ encounters with the HCP were closely related to the treatment situation. A patient supported this: “It is undisputed that the behavior, caring encounters and encouragement of the doctors and nurses can influence the treatment, it is simple, I feel better and therefore it is easier for my body to do its job[…]. I am certain, that these caring attitudes matter most, and I think the medical treatment comes next.”37(p520)

Central elements in forming the relationship between the HCP and the patient were highlighted including the importance of the HCP having good interpersonal skills,33,34 which
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), Year, and Country</th>
<th>Aim of the Study</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Outcomes Measured</th>
<th>Main Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Araras et al, 37, 2013, Spain</td>
<td>To evaluate SC and identify SC determinants and to compare SC and quality of life</td>
<td>n = 176, female (n = 80) and male (n = 96)  Mean age, 60.8 y  Disease location: respiratory (n = 30), gastrointestinal (n = 60), genitourinary (n = 9), gynecological (n = 9), head and neck (n = 3), breast (n = 47), brain (n = 3), others (n = 15)  Chemotherapy (n = 176)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional observational study</td>
<td>EORTC QLQ-C30 (version 3.0) and OUT-PATSAT35 CT</td>
<td>• Patients experienced overall high SC (MS &gt; 70).  • All scales in the nurses’ domain achieved the highest scores and dominated in overall satisfaction, eg, “interpersonal skills” (MS, 89.4).  • Less satisfaction was found in the domains “doctor availability” (MS, 69.3) and “environment” (MS, 59.4) (P &lt; .01).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleeberg et al, 38, 2008, Germany</td>
<td>To investigate how patients evaluate their cancer care and in which degree HCPs meet their expectations</td>
<td>n = 4615, female (57%), male (40%), not defined (3%)  Mean age, 63.5 y  Breast (25%), colorectal (20.6%), blood (11.6%), lymphoma (11.1%), lung (6.1%), others (23.6%), not defined (2.0%)  Chemotherapy (n = 176)</td>
<td>Prospective survey</td>
<td>The 2004 PASQOC questionnaire. For statistical analysis, PF was calculated for each item in the questionnaire.</td>
<td>• Patients experienced highest satisfaction within the dimensions “further support in everyday life” (PF, 3%), “nursing staff and other practice assistants” (PF, 5%), and “patient-physician relationship” (PF, 8%).  • Patients experienced lowest satisfaction within the dimensions “handling of side effects” (PF, 39%), “co-management and shared decision-making” (PF, 30%), and “side effects” (PF, 37%).  • Patients experienced satisfaction with the overall information level.  • Higher information levels were associated with a higher QoL (P = .06).  • Patients expressed unmet information needs about their treatment (P &lt; .001).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinto et al, 39, 2014, Belgium</td>
<td>To evaluate self-reported information and compare with the patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics</td>
<td>n = 101, female (n = 79) and male (n = 22)  Mean age, 56.9 y  Breast (n = 59), gastrointestinal (n = 20), urogenital (n = 6), gynecological (n = 5), lung (n = 5), melanoma (n = 3), head and neck (n = 2), sarcoma (n = 1)  Chemotherapy (n = 101)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional observational study</td>
<td>The EORTC QLQ-C30 questionnaire (version 3.0) and its information module EORTC QLQ-INFO25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4: Characteristics of the Quantitative Studies, Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), Year, and Country</th>
<th>Aim of the Study</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Outcomes Measured</th>
<th>Main Findings</th>
<th>Abbreviations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sitzia and Wood, 1998, United Kingdom | To identify areas of significant satisfaction with chemotherapy care in cancer patients | Cross-sectional observational study combined with qualitative comments | WCSQ | Patients experienced an overall high satisfaction: 83% very happy and 14% fairly happy. Of the 6 “interpersonal nursing care” topics, “reassurance and support” had the highest mean score (78.3%), and a lower satisfaction level was found with the nurses’ technical skills. “Awareness of side effects” had the lowest (57.0%). “Patients experienced the nurse as a psychosocial caregiver included being a good listener, being trustful, having a compassionate attitude, and using a caring approach. In addition, patients valued being addressed by their first name, which made them feel recognized, and they appreciated the continuity of meeting the same HCP at each outpatient visit. Patients with cancer expressed a special need for good communication with the HCP in the outpatient clinic. Patients valued communication that was facilitated in a personal and meaningful way, for example, using eye contact and based on dialogue. Patients expressed a need for the HCP to have certain communication skills such as having a compassionate attitude along with the ability to convey information in an understandable language. Being treated with chemotherapy required information regarding treatment and adverse effects, and studies found that patients regarded nurses as having a key role in communicating information about treatment and adverse effects. Three of the quantitative studies reported that patients receiving treatment in an outpatient clinic expressed an immense need for information from the HCP. This finding was also supported by 3 qualitative studies, as information was connected to the ability to cope with the disease, treatment, and daily life by reducing anxiety and helping patients gain control. Although communication and information from the HCP were experienced as essential to the patient, three of the quantitative studies found that patients had unmet information needs. Information about handling adverse effects had a problem frequency of 49% in Kleeberg et al, where 27% of the patients answered that they wanted more information on adverse effects. This study also found that patients who reported adverse effects (eg, pain or gastrointestinal discomforts) were less satisfied with their HCP. Patients experienced the nurse as a psychosocial caregiver encouraging patients to talk about issues perceived as important to them. Furthermore, patients appreciated when nurses gave the impression of having time for them. In the qualitative study, the patients wanted to be involved in treatment and to be seen as competent partners. A qualitative study also emphasized that patients with cancer wanted to be involved in treatment and to be seen as competent partners. In one of the included studies, 48% of the 4615 surveyed patients reported that they were not involved in decisions regarding their treatment. Hope and Positivity Are a Need and a Strategy for Patients With Cancer and Are Facilitated by HCPs

Three of the 5 qualitative studies found that the attribute of maintaining hope and positivity was both a need and an important strategy for coping with the cancer disease. Positivity is composed of remaining with a positive attitude: “I just try to think positive that everything’s going to be alright and I try not to worry about it. Well, if you let yourself get down, then it is harder for you to keep yourself motivated and going.” Being positive was thus turned into a coping strategy, which was associated with better outcome, whereas being negative meant working against the treatment.
patients also expressed a need for the HCP to enhance hope in their interactions with them.35

Positivity was in many cases facilitated by the HCP: “The doctors said you have to be positive; if you are not positive, you won’t beat the disease. You must be positive.”36(p260) Although patients expressed a need for and had an expectation that the HCP should facilitate hope and positivity, it could conversely lead to underreporting of adverse effects or toxicities. This could lead to overlooking patient concerns and needs in the encounters with HCPs during chemotherapy.36

### Outpatient Clinic Visits Frame and Influence Communication and Relationships

The studies reported both possibilities and restrictions for patients in establishing a relationship with the HCP when the encounters took place in an oncology outpatient clinic. McIlfatrick et al36 identified advantages and disadvantages of attending an oncology outpatient clinic. The study found that the outpatient location made it easier for patients to maintain a sense of normality and security associated with home, removing some of the feelings related to illness. Furthermore, attending an outpatient clinic was experienced positively because it became a part of their daily routine.3 In contrast, some patients felt isolated and alone with the disease and experienced a lack of professional support: “When I went home, I was feeling quite low and nauseous, and I was really worried about how I would get on[…] I felt isolated and quite left alone.”36(p268) Kleeberg et al38 found that lack of communication with the HCP could hamper the patients’ ability to cope with the disease in their daily life; for example, “not receiving enough information on dealing with pain at home” had a problem frequency of 47%, and “was not told how to effectively manage side effects” had a problem frequency of 38%.

Four studies concluded the outpatient environment for administering chemotherapy was a negative experience for some patients.35-37,40 The treatment in an outpatient clinic was compared with visiting a fast-food restaurant:36 “it is a bit factory-like. You’re getting the treatment[…] I would like to see a bit more attention paid to your life as well as, or incorporated with, the treatment[…] to discuss about yourself as a mother or a wife, or as a girlfriend or a retired person and your everyday life.”36(p268) Some patients experienced the treatment environment as dehumanizing, which was described by McIlfatrick et al36 as a central finding in their study. The environment in the outpatient clinic thus had an influence on patients’ experiences of their communication and relationship with the HCP.

Cameron and Waterworth4 found the patients’ experience of the atmosphere in the outpatient clinic to be influenced by how they experienced the relationship with the nurses. For instance, caring behaviors improved satisfaction with care and well-being.35 Moreover, waiting time in the outpatient clinic was experienced negatively by the patients.35-37,40 When examining other factors affecting satisfaction, patients rated the environment low (mean score, 59.4), for example, the waiting room, waiting time, and access to parking.37 However, the environment seemed to have the least influence on satisfaction with care.37

### Discussion

The aim of this systematic review was to summarize the literature from the perspective of the patient on the experiences of and need for relationships and communication with HCPs during chemotherapy in an outpatient setting. On the basis of 9 studies included in this review, evidence showed that the relationship and communication with HCPs were experienced as essential for patients during chemotherapy in an outpatient clinic. In particular, the relationship with the nurses was highlighted as playing an important role for coping with the disease and influenced overall satisfaction. These findings correlate well with other studies where the relationship between the patient and the HCP was the most important factor influencing patient satisfaction,”17,42,43 where the experience of being acknowledged as a person with individual needs was also emphasized.44

The relational aspect of communication was stressed by the patients, as well as the importance of the HCP relating to the individual needs of patients with cancer. This finding is in line with Skea et al,45 who examined what patients with urological cancer valued in their interaction with the HCP. However, this raises the question of whether there is sufficient time to identify the individual needs of patients when encounters are brief,41 and as previously described, studies have found a risk of overlooking patients’ needs when time is limited for each patient.13,14 Nevertheless, only a few studies mentioned time as an issue. Hargie et al34 found that patients valued that nurses gave an impression of having enough time for them. Sitzia and Wood40 found that the outpatient clinic could be experienced as too busy, but lack of time was only mentioned by less than 3% of those who expressed dissatisfaction. A qualitative study exploring key issues associated with providing effective psychosocial care for hospitalized patients with cancer showed that lack of time prevented the identification of healthcare needs.14 Another qualitative study examining the nurse-patient interaction in an acute care environment revealed that some of these interactions focused on routines rather than an individualized approach to the patient.46 McIlfatrick et al42 explored nurses’ experiences of giving chemotherapy in an outpatient clinic compared with their experiences of working in an inpatient setting and found that nurses experienced a lack of ability to develop the nurse-patient relationship and insufficient time to provide psychosocial care. The study emphasized that nursing in an outpatient setting required a balance between administering chemotherapy and maintaining the centrality in the nurse-patient relationship.21 The current literature indicates that relationship-based care can decrease task-oriented care,47 and a relationship-based model can support a patient-centered environment and patient satisfaction.48

Continuity of care and meeting the same HCP were viewed as important central aspects by the patients treated in the outpatient clinic.33-35 This was in line with research evaluating satisfaction with care among patients receiving chemotherapy and radiotherapy in an oncology outpatient clinic.5 This finding might not be surprising, but perhaps, continuity of care is particularly important in an outpatient clinic where visits can
be frequent and encounters with the HCP can be brief. Manthey\textsuperscript{49} has contributed to the development of the concept of primary nursing in an inpatient setting, which has been found to improve patient satisfaction in an oncology outpatient clinic.\textsuperscript{50} However, as our review revealed, the topic “continuity of care” is sparsely investigated in the oncology outpatient setting.

This review confirmed the importance of the HCP having competence in interpersonal and communication skills. The National Cancer Institute has pointed out that communication between patients and the HCP is essential for patients’ experience of quality in cancer care.\textsuperscript{17} In general, cancer treatment requires a great deal of information about treatment and adverse effects, and as identified in this review, some patients experienced unfulfilled information needs, especially related to information about the handling of adverse effects. This might be explained by the lack of time to inform patients adequately. Patient involvement in decision-making regarding treatment was important to patients with cancer.\textsuperscript{33,38} Conversely, only a few studies reported whether they investigated patients’ experiences of being involved in decision-making.\textsuperscript{33,38} Nevertheless it is notable that Kleeberg et al\textsuperscript{38} found that almost half of the 4615 surveyed patients did not experience personal involvement in decisions regarding their treatment. A systematic review concluded that most patients wanted a collaborative and active patient role but also showed that more research would be needed before clear recommendations can be made.\textsuperscript{51}

Patients expressed a need for hope and positivity during cancer treatment and used these as a strategy to cope with the disease in their everyday life. The HCP was found to play a central role in enhancing hope and positivity for the patient in their interactions. Research supported that hope and positivity can lead to better coping\textsuperscript{52} and suggested that absence of hope in a patient-doctor interaction can have a negative influence on the patients’ well-being.\textsuperscript{53} Conversely, positivity was found to increase risk of the HCP overseeing patient concerns and needs and was also linked to patients downgrading some of their concerns in their encounters with the HCP. This finding was in line with McCreadie et al\textsuperscript{54} who found that positivity can be constructed as a norm in HCP-patient encounters, which may lead to failure in identifying patients’ individual needs.\textsuperscript{5}

McIlfatrick et al\textsuperscript{36} stressed the advantages of receiving chemotherapy in an outpatient clinic because it facilitated patients’ feelings of normality but also revealed that there was a risk of the patients feeling alone with their disease. Research indicated that effective psychosocial support might improve patient outcomes in relation to, for example, pain, anxiety, and depression during chemotherapy in an outpatient clinic.\textsuperscript{55,56} Benor et al\textsuperscript{57} found a significant effect on patients treated with chemotherapy in an outpatient clinic on their psychosocial symptoms when combined with home visits by nurses with a follow-up of 3 months. Nursing interventions including guidance, education, and support significantly improved symptom management in the intervention group in 15 of the 16 symptoms, for example, anxiety, pain, fluid intake, and sexuality. The largest reduction was found in psychosocial symptoms, especially on level of anxiety, body image, and sensualsity.\textsuperscript{57} The results might imply that the time used to establish a relationship with the patient was an important factor in patients’ coping with the disease and treatment.

The environment in the outpatient clinic was the issue that was evaluated most negatively by patients and was even compared with a fast-food restaurant in 1 qualitative study.\textsuperscript{36} Similar findings were reported in a survey on satisfaction in an oncology outpatient clinic where patients were treated with radiotherapy or chemotherapy, whereas service and care organization, for example, environment of the buildings and access to parking,\textsuperscript{5} and physical environment, for example, comfort,\textsuperscript{58} were reported as least satisfying. A systematic review indicated that the physical healthcare environment affected the well-being of patients; for example, sunlight and windows had positive effects. However, the review also revealed limited evidence due to a scarcity of research in this field.\textsuperscript{59}

## Review Strengths and Limitations

We conducted a broad literature search and applied strict systematic methods throughout this review. We also chose to include both qualitative and quantitative studies, which may have provided a more multifaceted result. Despite a comprehensive search strategy, only 9 studies were eligible for inclusion. Because of the limited number of studies, the small sample sizes, and the heterogeneity of the included studies, the results must therefore be interpreted with caution.

Methodological quality assessments were carried out using Joanna Briggs study-appropriate assessment tools, which provided a uniform and structured evaluation of the studies. The overall methodological quality of the qualitative and quantitative studies ranged between medium to high.

The review focused on the relationship between the HCP and the patient with cancer—regardless of the cancer diagnosis—but certain diagnosis groups were more represented than others. Therefore, results may not be representative of the wider population of patients with cancer. Furthermore, we initially aimed to include studies where patients were undergoing chemotherapy; however, because there were only a limited number of studies found, we also included studies where a minor part of the population received radiotherapy instead (see Tables 3 and 4). Although this review focused on the multidisciplinary HCP group, we mainly generated knowledge about the patient-nurse relationship because the HCPs included in the studies were predominantly nurses. Reasons for predominance of the nursing perspective may be explained by nurses being the ones primarily administering chemotherapy in outpatient clinics. Historically, there has also been more focus on the patient-nurse relationship in a clinical context with further development of relationship-based practice care models.\textsuperscript{12,15,16,49,60}

Despite the limitations, this review provided insight regarding the significance of the relationship and communication between patients with cancer and the HCP and how it affected the patients coping with the disease and satisfaction of care in an outpatient setting. Furthermore, it helped to specify which elements of the communication are central in the patient-HCP interaction from the patients’ perspective.
Conclusions

This review revealed the importance of the patient-HCP relationship and communication as important factors in supporting and facilitating the patients’ ability to cope with cancer in everyday life. Furthermore, our review showed that the patient-HCP relationship can affect patients’ experiences of satisfaction of care in the outpatient clinic. This review also emphasized the relational aspect of communication and the importance of HCPs relating to patients’ individual needs. Patients with cancer wished to be involved in decisions regarding their treatment and to be viewed as competent partners. Finally, the limited number of studies included in our review proved the point that patients’ perceptions of the good nurse: a literature review. BMJ 2005;330(7503):1309–1313.
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